Cold sintering process of ZnO ceramics: effect of the nanoparticle/microparticle ratio
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Abstract

We show the efficiency in the preparation of >95% dense ZnO ceramics by cold sintering process through the incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles in the 1-10 wt% range at temperatures of 170°C, pressures of 750MPa and a pellet height/diameter ratio of 0.38. Morphological, structural and physical properties are dependent on the amount of ZnO nanoparticles incorporated into the system. After the densification by cold sintering process, ZnO ceramics show a reduction of the average valence indicating the deficiency of oxygen, similar to ceramics sintered by the conventional route. Besides, the generation of structural disorder and modifications into the ZnO lattice are identified in sintered ceramics, inducing intrinsic defects related to the loss of oxygen ions, the diffusion of zinc and zinc vacancies, which depend on the sintering process and the starting powders. These characteristics influence the final functional properties of the sintered ZnO ceramics, such as the visible photoluminescence signal.
1. Introduction

Semiconductors are materials with applications in the electronic industry, on which a large variety of the actual technological devices are based. Especially, zinc oxide (ZnO) is an n-type semiconductor with the bandgap around 3.37 eV at 300 K [1] and it is not only extensively used for electronic systems but also in other fields such as gas sensors, light-emitting diodes, solar cells, varistors and bactericidal applications [2]. As ceramic, ZnO is a remarkable material, although a large number of drawbacks can be involved in its structural and functional properties due to the exaggerated grain growth at high sintering temperatures (>1000 °C) required to densify ZnO ceramics. A possibility to overcome these inconveniences is employing non-conventional sintering methodologies, which are designed to obtain both small grain sizes and high densification at the same time, as for example by the cold sintering process, CSP. CSP was developed by C.A. Randall’s group in 2017 [3] in which at least one inorganic compound in particle form is mixed with a solvent that partially solubilizes it to promote the mass transport of powders when applying a uniaxial pressure at low temperatures (<300 °C), making it a dense material [4–9]. Since then, the CSP has been employed for the sintering of a large number of binary, ternary and quaternary compounds, reducing temperatures and times in the sintering processes, thus leading to a breakthrough in the ceramic processing science. The CSP has even been used for the preparation of several composite structures from very dissimilar materials such as polymer/ceramics [6,10,11].

In the last few years, several works have been published about the densification of ZnO ceramics by CSP using an aqueous dissolution of acetic acid or zinc acetate as solvent [12–16]. Therefore, taking into account the feasibility of the method to prepare ZnO ceramics, the next natural step is focused on investigating both the structural and the functional properties obtained and how to optimize them. For instance, Lowum et al. presented a preliminary study on the mechanical properties on the ZnO ceramics sintered by CSP [14], Gonzalez-Julian et al. analyzed the defective
grain boundaries [13] and Jing et al. studied the improvement of the electrical conductivity through post-annealing treatments [15]. However, many aspects are still unclear and a wider research is still required to understand the effects in the structural and physical properties of the system depending on the starting products, their physical and chemical characteristics and the sintering conditions in CSP, which can induce new phenomenologies on the material characteristics.

In this work, we have sintered ZnO ceramics by the CSP using an aqueous dissolution of acetic acid and evaluated the influence of the fraction of starting microparticles (MPs) and nanoparticles (NPs) in the morphological and structural properties, as well as in the photoluminescence (PL) response. For such purposes, several parameters of the CSP sintering process such as the temperature and the ratio of the sintered pieces have been also assessed. Structural and physical properties of the CSP sintered ZnO ceramics are compared with those obtained from conventional (CN) sintering process and, in some cases, with the starting MPs and NPs powder properties. Tuneable structural and physical features such as the density, the size of the crystalline domain, the particle size, the Zn environment at short-range, the structural defects and the luminescence features of ZnO ceramics prepared by CSP are analyzed.

2. Materials & methods

ZnO MPs powders (average size 0.2-1 µm) from Asturiana de Cinc S.A. (Spain) and ZnO NPs powders (average size 20-100 nm) from Evonik Industries (Germany), manufactured via French process with a purity of >99 %, were employed for the preparation of the ceramics. These MPs and NPs powders were dispersed by a dry method in order to avoid the agglomeration of the ZnO particles remaining their morphology unaltered [17]. CSP was performed using acetic acid as solvent with a 20 wt% 1 M aqueous solution. Prior to the cold sintering, powders were hand mixed in an agate mortar with the acid acetic solution to obtain a granulated powder. Granulates of
powders were first pressed at 270 MPa for 5 min at room temperature (RT) in a cylindrical die with an inner diameter of 0.83 mm. Then, the pressed ZnO pellets were submitted to CSP in a Burkle D-7290 press, heating at a target temperature for 1 h and applying a pressure of 750 MPa. The annealing rate of 20 °C/min was used, and then cooled down in air. During the cold sintering method, some parameters were varied such as the height/diameter ratio of the pellets (from 0.17 to 0.44) and the target temperature (from 110 °C to 190 °C), in order to get the best ones. These processing parameters were studied to obtain the highest density values of the CSP ZnO pieces (see Supporting Information, SI). Both the pressure and the temperature values were not measured into the die, but are those registered in the pressing machine, that is, the nominal values. Once the CSP parameters were optimized, the effect of ZnO NPs in combination with MPs was evaluated. For that, the mixture of ZnO MPs and NPs powders was prepared at different percentages (0, 1, 5, 10, 30, 50 and 100 wt% of NPs) by a dry dispersion method for 10 min [17] and the final product in each case was submitted to CSP. The resulting samples were compared with ZnO pellets obtained by a CN method, which were pressed at 270 MPa and subsequently sintered at 1300 °C for 5 h in air using the same starting MPs and NPs powders. Table I shows both, the samples selected for this work using CSP by varying the fraction of NPs and the ceramics prepared by CN route.

Table 1. Description of samples sintered for this work, indicating the sintered methodology and the ZnO fraction of MPs:NPs starting powders. CN: conventional route and CSP: cold sintering process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Starting powder ratio (wt%)</th>
<th>Sintering methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSP n0</td>
<td>100 MPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP n1</td>
<td>99 MPs:1 NPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP n5</td>
<td>95 MPs:5 NPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP n10</td>
<td>90 MPs:10 NPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP n30</td>
<td>70 MPs:30 NPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP n50</td>
<td>50 MPs:50 NPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP n100</td>
<td>100 NPs</td>
<td>CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN micro</td>
<td>100 MPs</td>
<td>CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN nano</td>
<td>100 NPs</td>
<td>CN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The relative density of the sintered samples was determined by the Archimedes method and by the mass/dimension values, considering the theoretical ZnO density value of 5.605 g/cm³ [18].

The grain morphology of the ZnO ceramics was studied by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) with an S-4700 Hitachi instrument at 20 kV on fresh fractured surfaces. ImageJ software was used to generate the particle size distribution based on the FESEM images and determine the average particle size. The crystalline phases of the initial products and sintered samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8, Bruker) using a Lynx Eye detector and a Cu Kα radiation with a λ = 0.154 nm. By using the Debye-Scherrer equation the crystallite size of samples was determined from the fitting of Bragg peaks in the 2θ range of 25-80 deg, with the correction of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for instrumental broadening. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was performed on the sintered samples to evaluate the effect of the sintering method on oxidation state and ZnO short-range atomic structure: Zn coordination and the presence of defects. Samples were characterized at the Zn K-edge at the SpLine-CRG BM25 beamline at The European Synchrotron (ESRF), Grenoble (France). Measurements were collected at RT in fluorescence mode using a 13 element Si (Li) solid-state detector at 90° with respect to the incoming X-ray beam and with the sample surface placed at an angle of 45° to the incident source. The energy calibration was performed by a Zn foil standard. Starting ZnO powders (MPs and NPs) were measured as references in transmission detection mode employing ionization chambers. The XAS data were processed using Athena and Artemis software [19,20]. Raman characterization was performed at RT using a Witec ALPHA 300RA confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) with a linearly p-polarized Nd:YAG laser (532 nm). Raman measurements were performed by fixing the laser excitation power at 5 mW and using an objective with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.95. Average Raman spectra were obtained from an in-plane mapping (10 x 5 μm²) on the sample surface, where single Raman spectra were recorded every 300 nm. Raman measurements were analyzed by using Witec Control Plus Software. The time-integrated micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) measurements
were carried out in air at RT under continuous-wave optical excitation at 325 nm (Helium Cadmium laser from Kimmon). The laser beam was focused onto the sample surface by a ×50 microscope objective lens (Mitutoyo M Plan UV, NA=0.41). The emitted light was collected by the same objective lens, dispersed by a single-grating monochromator (Horiba/Jobin Yvon 1000M Series II, spectral resolution of ~350 μeV) and detected with a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD camera (Symphony II from Horiba Scientific). To block the excitation laser from entering the monochromator, a 325 nm RazorEdge ultra-steep long-pass edge filter (Semrock LP03-325RE-25) was inserted in the optical collection path. The µ-PL signal was recorded for the excitation power density of ~8720 W/cm². Other excitation powers were evaluated with equivalent results.

3. Results & discussion

3.1. Morphological and structural characterization

The CSP is a sintering route in which a large number of process parameters can be evaluated and optimized [4,8], which is an advantage both for densifying materials in a controlled way and tailoring the final properties of the sintered pieces. Here, an investigation on the incorporation of ZnO in its nano form into micro powders and its effect on the densification of the cold sintered ZnO samples is followed. A first study on both the optimal annealing temperature and the dimension ratio of the ceramic pieces is performed (see Figure S1 in SI). Significant modifications depending on the CSP temperature are found: an increase of the relative density from 67 % for the sample prepared at 110 ºC to relative density values around 95 % at processing temperatures of 170 ºC -190 ºC, densifying the ZnO ceramics at temperatures well below those used in the CN process in accordance with previously reported experiments [12,16]. On the other hand, fixing the CSP processing temperature to 170 ºC, as the lowest temperature required to densify ZnO ceramics, relative density values close to 95 % are obtained for height/diameter ratio of pellets ≥ 0.38.
Therefore, the relative density of ZnO ceramics processed by CSP for different starting NPs:MPs fractions is evaluated at the optimized parameters of pressure, temperature and height/diameter ratio of 750 MPa, 170 °C and 0.38, respectively, at which the density values are as high as those obtained by CN methodology (see Figure S1 in SI). High relative density values are obtained for samples sintered with low NPs:MPs fractions (that is, CSP n0 - CSP n10). However, a change of trend is noted at a higher percentage of NPs with a decrease of the relative density to 94 % for CSP n30 and CSP n50, and achieving the lowest relative density, ~86 %, for CSP sample prepared from 100 wt% NPs (CSP n100). These results can be explained by the large quantity of agglomerates formed as the percentage of NPs increases, inducing a low compactability in the pellets of NPs/MPs-based compositions for proportions of NPs >10 wt% [17]. Thus, it is concluded that ZnO ceramics are densified by optimizing several parameters in the CSP process, leading to even larger relative densities than those obtained by the CN route for proportions of ZnO NPs <10 wt% in the starting powder mixture.

Long-range structural characterization of the CSP sintered ZnO ceramics has been carried out by means of XRD. Possible residual phases or structural modifications of the ZnO lattice in the samples prepared under the CSP conditions have been evaluated. Figure 1a shows the XRD patterns related to samples prepared by CSP with different fractions of NPs, as well as those prepared by the CN method from pure MPs and NPs, for comparison. In all cases, only the wurtzite reflections are identified [21], and no other phases are detected within the detection limit. In addition, no significant variations are found in the diffraction pattern between the dense ceramics obtained by CSP varying the percentage of ZnO NPs and those obtained by the CN technique. However, modifications on the crystallite size are recognized (see Figure 1b) depending on the sintered conditions and the starting powder. For the samples prepared by the CN method, a significant increase of the crystallite size is observed, from circa (ca.) 90 nm and ca. 32 nm for starting MPs and NPs, respectively, to 180 nm for sintered CN micro and 90 nm for sintered CN nano (see Figure
For the sintered CSP ceramics, the crystallite size reaches a maximum value of ca. 143 nm for a NPs percentage of 5-10 wt% (CSP n5 and CSP n10), which is higher than the crystallite size of the starting MPs, but does not reach the value obtained for the CN micro. As the NPs percentage increases in the starting powder, the ceramic crystallite size decreases up to ca. 47 nm for CSP n100, indicating a low crystallite size growth related to the starting ZnO NPs (32 nm).

For the samples sintered by CSP varying the process temperature and the pellet dimensions (used in the optimization study, shown in the SI), an increase of the crystallite size is found as the temperature and pellet ratio increase, as reported in the SI (Figure S3). Specifically, for the CSP sample sintered at 110 ºC from 100 % MPs a crystallite size of ca. 97 nm is obtained displaying a slight growth of crystallite size even at the lowest CSP temperatures. The aqueous solution of acetic acid employed to sinter by CSP the ZnO facilitates the mass transport and the occurrence of the dissolution-precipitation processes, followed by a controlled evaporation of the aqueous solution that drives its supersaturation to allow the crystalline growth of ZnO grains [9,22]. During this process, the influence of the pellet die sealing needs to be mentioned. The appropriated sealing conditions allow the aqueous solution to be trapped favoring the dynamic, but also the leakage of a certain fraction by evaporation or extrusion process from the imperfectly sealed pellet die [23].

It should be noted that a similar tendency, qualitatively, is observed between the crystallite size and the relative density values of sintered samples (Figure 1 and Figure S2), suggesting that the increasing effect of the crystallite size could correlate with the grain coarsening process during the densification process. While it is also possible a decrease in the grain size produced by the mass transport and dissolution/precipitation processes during the CSP [23]. Besides, larger crystallite sizes for ZnO ceramics processed by CN route than for CSP are identified, which can be attributed to an increased large activation energy for the grain growth during the solid-state sintering [12]. Therefore, both sintering processes and starting parameters influence the crystallite size of ZnO ceramics.
FIG 1. (a) XRD patterns and (b) average crystallite size of the ZnO ceramics processed via CSP (filled circles) for different starting percentages of NPs and using the CN method (filled squares) from MPs and NPs (open circles). The average crystallite size of the starting ZnO powders (MPs and NPs) is also shown. Arrow on Figure 1b shows the crystallite size evolution of CSP sintered ceramics increasing the percentage of NPs.

Figure 2 shows the fracture cross-section micrographs obtained by CSP with different ZnO NPs:MPs fractions. A limited grain growth is identified with respect to the starting ZnO micropowder, which presents platelet-type morphology and some are large rod-like particles (see Figure S4 in SI). Specifically, for CSP n0 an average value of around 0.7 ± 0.4 µm is observed (Figure 2a). Also, two main features are relevant in CSP n0: first, the grain morphology is similar to that of the starting powder but rod-like particles are deconstructed in platelet-type grains, and secondly, the local appearance of a non-crystalline intergrain phase. This secondary phase could be induced by the high chemical potential of particles due to their partial solubility through the acetic acid solution during the CSP, and represents a diffuse shell surrounding the grains in the FESEM micrographs. Its formation has already been reported in CSP sintered ZnO ceramics by Raman experiments [9,23], but here we show the first evidences of its presence by a microstructure characterization. For the CSP samples with less than 10 wt% of NPs, whose morphology is mostly platelet-type with some sintering necks between particles (see Figure S4 in SI), the average grain
size is around $0.7 \pm 0.3 \ \mu m$ (see Figure 2b for sample CSP n10), identifying a more homogeneous grain size and most of grains surrounded by the secondary amorphous intergranular phase. However, increasing the ZnO NPs proportion (> 10 wt%) causes the appearance of a dual microstructure in which submicronic grains with an average size of $0.6 \pm 0.2 \ \mu m$ present nanograins with an average size of $120 \pm 40 \ nm$ at the grain boundaries (Figure 2c for sample CSP n50). This can be related to the fact that the fraction of ZnO NPs is relatively large to dissolve in the aqueous solution of acetic acid. Besides, the secondary phase presence is apparently reduced when compared with the CSP sintered ceramics with lower ZnO NPs proportions (see CSP n10). The large quantity of nanograins presents a greater surface to be covered by the secondary phase, whose thickness surrounding the particles decreases considerably taking into account that its volume is constant. However, the microscope resolution does not allow to elucidate this aspect. This behaviour affects the ceramic densification, decreasing the relative density as is shown above. Specifically, for the CSP n100 (that is, with 100 % of ZnO NPs), the average grain size of $89 \pm 46 \ nm$ is quite similar than that of the starting nanopowder (see Figure 2d), indicating that sintering takes place without grain coarsening.

Comparing both sintering methodologies, a larger grain growth is achieved for CN sintered ceramics than in ZnO ceramics processed by CSP (see Figure S4 in SI). For CN micro irregular grains with an average value of $22 \pm 9 \ \mu m$ are observed, without the presence of porosity. In addition, the presence of triple point junctions having 120º angles and straight grain boundaries indicates that the microstructural equilibrium is mostly attained in the sample. Conversely, the microstructure of sintered CN nano is more homogeneous with a lower grain size, $6 \pm 2 \ \mu m$, larger number of triple point junctions with 120º angles and residual porosity, which is closed indicating that the third stage of sintering is reached.
Although from a structural point of view the ZnO ceramics performed by CSP retain the same wurtzite structure than those sintered by CN route according to the XRD results (Figure 1), important modifications on the Zn and O stoichiometry could have happened during the different sintering processes. In order to investigate possible defects and in particular with the nature of the secondary phase identified by FESEM, and changes on the short-range ZnO structure induced during CSP, a series of XAS measurements have been carried out and compared with those performed on ZnO ceramics processed by the CN method.

X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) measurements performed at the Zn K-edge of ZnO ceramics prepared by CSP and CN are shown in Figure 3a, along with the starting MPs and NPs powders and a Zn foil used as references for comparison. At the whiteline of XANES spectra, the peaks labelled A, B, and C are identified, corresponding to electron transitions from the occupied Zn-1s to unoccupied Zn-4p states along the c, a and b axes of the ZnO unit cell, respectively [24,25]. From the intensity and energy position of those peaks, as reported in the literature, the
occurrence of Zn and O vacancy positions can be deduced [24,26,27]. For example, similar absorption signal is observed comparing the ZnO ceramics sintered by CSP and CN method. However, for both sintering processes (CSP and CN), great modifications in the XANES region with respect to the reference materials (starting powders) can be distinguished. There is a clear decrease in the intensity of the peak B, as well as in the main resonances including the peak C (see Figure 3a). This change in the intensity may be attributed to oxygen vacancies ($V_O$) of the ZnO lattice, according to Haug et al. from the calculated absorptions curves in ZnO bulk [24]. These results are confirmed through the absorption edge position of XANES region, for which a shift in the absorption edge towards lower energies is found, similar to other transition metals [28–30]. This indicates a reduction of the average oxidation state (a reduction of O atoms into the ZnO lattice) for the ZnO ceramics prepared by both the CSP and the CN method with respect to the starting powders, as illustrated in Figure 3b, which suggests a larger number of $V_O$ on average for the sintered samples. This reduction in the average oxidation state of the ZnO ceramics may be a consequence of the solution-precipitation process that occurs during the CSP and of the solid-state process at high temperatures in the CN samples, which induce both the intrinsic defect generation and the reduction of the specific surface [31]. During the sintering processes, the oxygen loss is promoted, generating superficial $V_O$ and favouring the Zn diffusivity, which takes place through the formation of zinc interstitials ($Zn_i$) that are controlled by a zinc vacancy mechanism [32,33]. Here, these structural modifications can be confirmed, pointing out to the presence of $V_O$ defects in the ZnO structure. It is also worth to mention that the results are equivalent for both ZnO sintering ceramic processes (CSP and CN route), in spite of the different temperatures employed during the sintering process. This suggests that the formation of defects, such as $V_O$, and the decrease of the average valence in the ZnO ceramics is more related to the sintering mechanisms. Despite the ceramics processed by CSP do not reach the same temperature as the ZnO sintered by CN at high temperatures, the $V_O$ formation energy at low temperature under a specific pressure is low enough [34] to generate similar $V_O$ concentrations than in CN route, which reduces the average oxidation
state of ZnO ceramics. In addition, by CSP, it should be considered the dissolution of Zn$^{2+}$ and O$^{2-}$ ions on the surface ZnO particles in contact with the aqueous solution and the defect formation due to the diffusion of H$^+$ and OH$^-$ ions, among other effects. As a result, a high number of defects (including $V_O$) at the grain boundaries is generated reducing the formation energy of the atomic diffusion to sinter the CSP ZnO ceramics [13]. This may be corroborated with the reduction in the Zn-O coordination number at short-range in all sintered ceramics determined by EXAFS as shown below. With respect to the secondary phase identified in CSP sintered ceramics, no indication of other phases than that of ZnO is revealed by XANES technique which is considered a species-specific fingerprint [35].

The short-range ordering of cations around the Zn ions and the neighbour bondlengths are analyzed by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) technique in order to complement the XRD and XANES results, showing the influence of the sintering process in each case. Figure 3c displays the modulus of the Fourier transform (FT) of the EXAFS signal at the Zn K-edge for ceramics prepared by CSP, CN method, the starting powders and Zn metal foil. The FT is performed in the $k^2\chi(k)$ weighted EXAFS signal between 2.5 and 11.0 Å$^{-1}$. Experimental EXAFS results are fitted in R-space in the range 1.5-3.5 Å (first and second shell) using the FEFFIT code [19]. The fitting was performed by fixing the shift at the edge energy $E_0$ for each type of neighbour ions, which were previously calculated from the starting ZnO MPs (used as reference). Therefore, the coordination number $N$, the interatomic distance $R$ and the Debye-Waller (DW) factors $\sigma^2$ for the first and second shells are used as free parameters. For the fitting, a first shell produced by the interaction of a Zn absorbing atom with four oxygen atoms and a second one constituted by two shells of six Zn atoms each are considered. The numerical EXAFS results obtained from the fitting for sintered ZnO ceramics prepared by CSP and CN method, as well as for MPs and NPs references and Zn foil, are displayed in Table S2 in SI.
FIG 3. (a) XANES spectra, (b) average valence from the position at the absorption edge in XANES region and (c) EXAFS spectra of the ZnO ceramics processed by CSP evaluating the % of NPs and compared with ceramics prepared by CN method. ZnO references from starting nano and micro powder form (NPs and MPs) and the Zn foil are also presented. An intermediate average valence for the sintered samples is identified between the values for Zn foil (valence 0) and the ZnO powder references (valence +2).

As Figure 3c shows, the EXAFS signal of the different samples presents two shells in which variations in the position and amplitude of both are identified depending on the preparation process.

For the MPs and NPs ZnO powders, similar DW factors and neighbour distances are obtained. On the contrary, an increase of the coordination number for the NPs is obtained in both Zn-O and Zn-Zn shells (see Table S2 in SI). As the ZnO powders are densified both by the CN route and CSP, the largest variations on the O and Zn coordination at short-range are found, reaching less than half the value in the coordination number compared to the MPs and NPs. These results may be correlated to the intensity reduction of resonances in the XANES signal and the energy shift at the absorption edge to lower energies showing a reduction of the average of oxidation state on Zn ions in ZnO ceramics prepared by both sintering processes (see Figure 3). Besides, for the samples prepared by CSP varying the NPs:MPs fraction a trend can be identified: the greater is the NPs proportion, the larger is the coordination number at the Zn-O and Zn-Zn first shells.
Additionally, a slight increase in the distance of first neighbours at the first shell is recognized as the NPs are incorporated both in the CN and CSP samples (see Table S2 in SI). These results may induce the presence of the structural disorder noted at short range to accommodate the second shell of the ZnO structure with the consequent increase of the DW factor, being larger for the sample CSP n100 where a larger number of intrinsic structural defects as $Zn_i$ may be the responsible ones.

A Raman characterization on ZnO ceramics sintered by both routes (CSP and CN) and the starting ZnO powders (MPs and NPs) is also performed to explore the final structural properties of ZnO ceramics, as shown in Figure 4. The active vibration modes in the Raman spectrum of ZnO structure have been previously assigned in the literature [36–39], and a detailed description is provided in the SI. The identification of the main Raman vibrations modes is carried out on Figure 4, detecting several changes in the intensity, the position and the FWHM of some Raman modes. For instance, starting MPs and NPs powders show significant intensity differences in some vibrational Raman bands: $A_1(TO)$ mode is more intense for the ZnO MPs while the $2LA$ mode is larger in the NPs, which indicates high polarizability changes of the ZnO crystal in each case.

![FIG 4](image)

**FIG 4.** Raman measurements of the ZnO ceramics prepared by CSP modifying the wt% of NPs and MPs in the starting powder: CSP n0, CSP n5, CSP 10, CSP n50 and CSP n100. The Raman spectra for ZnO MPs...
and NPs references in powder form and the ZnO ceramics processed by the CN route from MPs and NPs powders at 1300 °C for 5 h (CN micro and CN nano) are also presented. Spectra are displayed from 70 to 1300 cm\(^{-1}\). Assignment of Raman modes of ZnO is shown in the figure.

For the ZnO ceramics sintered by CN route, more intense Raman signals in the \(A_1(TO), E_1(TO), E_2^h, A_1(LO)\) and \(E_1(LO)\) vibrational bands with respect to the reference powders are identified, being more pronounced for the \(TO\) and \(E_2^h\) modes in the case of the CN micro and the \(LO\) ones in the CN nano. The intensity increase in \(E_2^h\) band in CN micro may be related to domination of oxygen defects after the sintering [38] which can be associated with \(V_O\) defects, as were found them to be greater for the CN micro by the XAS results. In the case of the higher activation of \(LO\) modes in the ceramic CN nano, it can indicate the presence of a large concentration of intrinsic lattice defects in the ZnO structure [37] that may be correlated with the large DW factors (within the error), meaning a large disorder in the lattice for the nanosystems. Besides, an intensity decrease of \(2LA\) for the CN nano with respect to the starting powders is observed.

In the sample prepared by CSP entirely from MPs (CSP n0), an intensity increase of \(A_1(LO), E_1(LO), 2LA\) and \(2TO\) vibrational modes with respect to the starting MPs can be observed. This increase is larger with the incorporation of 5 wt\% of ZnO NPs in the system (sample CSP n5). Moreover, in this case, the \(E_1(TO)\) intensity also increases with respect to the starting powder. Further increase of the NPs content to 10 wt\% (CSP n10) presents a different trend, with a decrease of \(A_1(LO), E_1(LO)\) and \(2TO\) vibrational bands, which continue diminishing up to the sample with a 50 wt\% of NPs (CSP n50), where it is possible to appreciate an increase of the \(2LA\) mode. These results are accentuated for the sample prepared from 100 wt\% NPs (CSP n100), where a similar Raman signal to the starting ZnO NPs is found.

Specifically, comparing the samples prepared by CN and CSP from 100 wt\% NPs, large differences are noted: a more intense \(2LA\) mode is identified in the sample CSP n100 and more intense \(A_1(LO)\)
and $E_1(LO)$ bands are identified in the CN nano. Although from XAS experiments a similar oxygen deficiency and short-range ordering were deduced, a large structural disorder (DW factor) was obtained in the sample prepared by CSP (CSP n100). That may relate to the great intensity of $2LA$ band in Raman spectrum characteristics of the nanopowder (see Figure 4) and may indicate a sintering with structural features similar to the starting powders. This observation is confirmed from the obtained densification values and XRD data. For samples prepared from 100 wt% MPs, an intensity increase of $A_1(TO)$ and $E_1(TO)$ modes for the CN micro and of $A_1(LO)$, $E_1(LO)$, $2LA$ and $2TO$ modes for the CSP n0 are observed, which may be attributed to a larger concentration of intrinsic defects in the ZnO structure for the sample prepared by CSP where the secondary phase presence could be influencing. These results agree with EXAFS fittings (Figure 3c and Table S2 in SI) with a slightly lower coordination number (in both shells), a larger distance of first neighbours and a larger DW factor (structural disorder) for the CSP n0 when compared to CN micro.

Therefore, both methodologies of sintering (CN method and CSP) induce the generation of structural disorder and modifications into the ZnO lattice, resulting in defects related to the loss of oxygen ions, the diffusion of $Zn_i$ and zinc vacancies ($V_{Zn}$), which depend on the sintering process and the starting powders. These differences between the different methods and starting powders should influence their functional properties, such as the PL signal, discussed below.

### 3.2. Photoluminescence response

Figure 5a shows the $\mu$-PL spectra from ZnO ceramics prepared both by CSP and CN method, along with the starting ZnO MPs and NPs. The first observation is that all of them display similar features: the first PL emission band around 378 nm, corresponding to a 3.28 eV energy and associated with the ZnO bandgap emission [36,40,41] and a second broad PL emission band located in the spectral range of 450 to 650 nm. The latter can be related to the presence of intrinsic defects in the ZnO structure and assigned to deep level emissions (DLE) [41–43]. In this case, a
deconvolution of this second broad emission using two green emission bands is performed: one centred at 2.23 eV (556 nm) and another at 2.48 eV (500 nm). The area fraction of each contribution for the different samples is presented in Figure 5b.

In the literature, the most generalized assignment of the 500 nm band is related to electronic transitions from the conduction band to $V_O$ defects, while the emission located at 556 nm is sometimes attributed to transitions from $Zn_i$ to $V_O$ defects [40], or also to different luminescence centres, such as $V_{Zn}$, $V_O$, interstitial oxygen ($O_i$), $Zn_i$, anti-site oxygen ($O_{Zn}$) and their complexes [40,41,43–45]. However, taking account the XAS and Raman results, a direct assignation between the defects and the PL curves is not possible. In addition, despite the number of investigations related to the green luminescence, there are still many contradictions and many researchers conclude that the green emission in ZnO can be explained by the combination of several deep levels [40,46,47].

**FIG 5.** (a) PL response of the ZnO ceramics processed by the CN route from starting ZnO MPs and NPs (CN micro and CN nano), CSP modifying the fraction of NPs and MPs in the starting powder: CSP n0, CSP n1, CSP 10, CSP n50 and CSP n100, and the starting MPs and NPs. (b) Semi-qualitative analysis of the PL signal percentage related to the 500 nm and 556 nm emission band for each sample.

In our case, several factors can affect the luminescence response and different possibilities can explain the variations in the green range of the PL DLE. The properties of ZnO ceramics are strongly dependent on the starting material and the sintering process that induce changes in the
grain sizes, surface, morphologies and defects, presenting important variations in their optical properties and specifically in their luminescence [48,49]. For example, changes in the PL properties may be induced by variations in the average ZnO particles sizes and morphology [50–52], but also changes corresponding to the optical band gap can be also identified [52].

Depending on the sample, different contributions due to each of the green emission bands are found, as represented in Figure 5. While samples processed by CN route show a greater proportion related to the green emission close to 556 nm, the ZnO ceramics prepared by the non-conventional method (CSP) present a larger contribution for the band of 500 nm, except from the sample fabricated from 100 wt% NPs of starting powder. Specifically, for the sample CSP n100 the surface/volume ratio is clearly larger than for the rest of ceramics sintered where a large number of Zn\textsubscript{i} could be located at the interface grains which may explain the larger 556 nm emission with respect to the rest of CSP samples, corroborating the EXAFS results. For the case of CN ceramics, the greater emission to 556 nm may be related to the high temperature of the sintering process at which a larger number of luminescence centres might be generated with a selective green emission.

With respect to the ZnO starting powders (MPs and NPs), an intermediate ratio between PL emission related to the ZnO ceramics prepared by CSP and CN route is obtained, with a larger signal of 556 nm band in ZnO NPs that may be attributed to the high surface/volume ratio of nanostructures with more Zn\textsubscript{i} defects. In addition, the broadening of the emission curve varies depending on the ceramic, which could be assigned to the combination of different deep levels [46].

The ZnO ceramics prepared by both methodologies, according to the EXAFS results, presented above, contain both $V_o$ and $V_{zn}$. However, during the processing of the ceramics, other intrinsic defects, which have not been identified, may exist, as for example interstitials or anti-sites, which may be involved in the PL signal to generate the final green emission. In addition, the presence of the secondary amorphous phase identified in CSP sintered ceramics may induce some phenomenology involved in the final PL response. Therefore, even though it is not possible to
assign a certain type of intrinsic defect to each green emission band, it is clear that optical results depend on the starting powder and most significantly on the processing method. This dependence opens the door to a possible control on both the position of the optical bandgap and the PL DLE of the ZnO ceramics.

4. Conclusions

The fabrication of dense ZnO ceramics has been feasible by the cold sintering process through the incorporation of a determined fraction of ZnO nanoparticles in a microparticle matrix. Relative density values >95 % are obtained by the incorporation of ZnO nanostructures in the 1-10 wt% range. Morphological, structural and optical features of final ceramics depend on ZnO nanoparticle/microparticle ratio in the system, with the ZnO particles retaining their identity. By cold sintering route, the presence of a secondary amorphous intergrain phase has been identified limiting the crystallite size and the particle size. Results at the short-range ordering of cations around the Zn ions are quantified identifying an increase in both the first O and Zn neighbour distance, as well as an increasing structural disorder, as the proportion of ZnO nanoparticles increases. Besides, a reduction of the oxidation state and the generation of specific intrinsic defects are identified in all the sintered ceramics, independently of the preparation method, but with characteristics dependent on the sintering process and the starting powders. The final optical response of ZnO ceramics is also influenced by the processing route and the starting powder, presenting a green emission that can be tailored.
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